On October 30, 2019, Justice for Kurds announced its Advisory Council in The New York Times and told our Kurdish friends: you are not alone. With this message, we reaffirm our solidarity with the Kurdish people and share that our Advisory Council has multiplied—a testament to the strong and unwavering support the Kurds enjoy in America and around the world.

In the crucial fight against ISIS, the Kurds lost over 11,000 brave women and men while an additional 34,000 were wounded. Thanks to their extraordinary courage and sacrifice, American casualties in combat were limited to fewer than a dozen heroic souls.

Today, we give thanks to the Kurds—our valiant, loyal, and true partners.

Today—and tomorrow—we stand with the Kurds.

About Justice for Kurds
Justice for Kurds (JFK) is a non-profit organization that seeks to educate and raise public awareness about the Kurdish cause, politics, history, culture and societies in America and abroad. To read our Mission Statement visit www.justiceforkurds.org and to get involved, please contact: Emily Hamilton, JFK’s Executive Director at emily@justiceforkurds.org
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